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Environmental Policy
Environmental Policy Statement
Trans-Sport.tv recognises the importance of environmental protection and is committed to operating
its business responsibly and in compliance with all environmental regulations, legislation and
approved code of practice relating to the operations as event contractors.
It is the objective of Trans-Sport.tv to operate with, and to maintain good relations with all regulatory
bodies.
It is the declared policy of Trans-Sport.tv to carry out all measures reasonably practicable to meet and
exceed or develop all necessary or desirable requirements and to continually improve environmental
performance through the implementation of the following:


Assess and regularly re-assess the environmental effects of the activities of Trans-Sport.tv



Training of employees in environmental issues



Minimise the production of waste



Minimise energy waste



Minimise material wastage



Promote the use of recyclable and renewable materials



Reduce and/or limit the production of pollutants to water, land and air



Control noise emissions from operations



Minimise the risk to the general public and employees from operations and activities undertaken
by Trans-Sport.tv

Trans-Sport.tv aims to improve and extend its range of machinery and products very carefully and in
close liaison with the manufacturers and our customers, taking into account environmental benefits
and/or reduction of the environmental impact of our range of machinery.
Trans-Sport.tv is committed to its environmental improvement program based on environmental
assessments, which are reported on and reviewed during the management reviews.
Shaun Cope
Managing Director
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Environmental Management System Documentation
The Environmental Management System is defined in the following documents:


Environmental System Organisational Chart



Health and Safety emergency plans



Trans-Sport.tv’s library of environmental legislation and related publications



Trans-Sport.tv’s Health and Safety system



Environmental and other Risk Assessments



COSHH Assessments



Product and Chemical Data Sheet



Work Instructions and Procedure Manuals

Product Range Liaison
Trans-Sport.tv aims to improve and extend its range of machinery and products very carefully and in
close liaison with the manufacturers and our customers, taking into account the environmental benefits
and/or reduction of the environmental impact of our range of machinery.
•

Our design and manufacturing output is considerably growing year on year and we are
conscious that the materials we are using are being recycled properly as well as sourcing
materials with a low carbon footprint such as HDPE.

•

We also manufacture our products maximising the material sizes with as little waste as possible.

•

We only use FSC certified products meaning our wood products are renewable and that they
only come from responsibly managed forests.

Environmental Improvement Program
Trans-Sport.tv is committed to its environmental improvement program based on environmental
assessments, which are reported on and reviewed during the monthly management reviews.

Indemnification of Potential Environmental Hazards

All employees and appointed subcontractors have a duty to report potential hazards and have
adequate control measures in place. These should be reported to the Managing Director.
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Reporting and Recording of Environmental Incidents/
Accidents
All environmental incidents including accidents, dangerous occurrences or near misses arising out of
or in connection with work should be reported to the appropriate person and the Managing Director.

Risk Assessments and Method Statements
In respect to potentially hazardous work, or other relating work, whether in the supply, installation/
erection, maintenance of all equipment, it will be addressed by means of method statements and risk
assessments to evaluate and reduce as reasonably practicable any risk to health, personal injury or the
environment.

Training
Trans-Sport.tv will provide, update, record and review training as necessary for all environmental
aspects of the work of its employees. Trans-Sport.tv will review the training needs of its employees and
where necessary if it’s appointed subcontractors on a regular basis. All employees have a duty to
report training needs of themselves and others. Training records should be kept updated in the
individuals personnel file.

Emergency Services
IF NECESSARY OR IF IN DOUBT CALL THE EMERGENCY SERVICES Tel: 999
In the event of a fire:


Raise the alarm immediately



Call for assistance and if it’s safe to do so attack the fire with an appropriate fire-fighting
appliance



Summon the Fire Brigade if necessary or if in doubt Tel: 999. Ask for Fire Emergency Services,
when the Fire Brigade answers, speak clearly, stating the address and location of the fire. Wait for
the details to be repeated back to you before replacing the receiver.



Leave the building calmly and quickly by the nearest safe escape route



Close all doors as you pass through them and do not open doors if you suspect there is a fire on
the other side of the door.



Make your way to the assembly point, which for the Treswell Site is at Fire Point 1, located
adjacent to the goat field. Make sure you do not block the entrance for the emergency services if
necessary



Do not re-enter the building until instructed that it is safe to do so.
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Environmental Review
The Managing Director will monitor, review and update the company’s environmental policy and
procedures on a regular basis. The environmental performance will also be reviewed during the formal
management reviews.

Manuals

Manuals detailing safe operating methods should be provided with all products. Request
manufacturers to include in the instruction manuals advice for the disposal and recycling of life-expired
products.

Hazardous Substances and Processes
Any hazardous substances that are going to be used, processes which may produce hazardous
materials, should be identified. The risk from work which might affect workers or members of the
public should then be assessed and appropriate control measures put into place.

Company Vehicles
Trans-Sport.tv has a low emission vehicle purchasing policy for its company vehicles. All company
vehicles are a minimum of Euro 5 emission class. We encourage planning of travel to help reduce the
environmental impact of the vehicular transport its activities generate. Trans-Sport.tv also encourages
the sharing of transport wherever possible and jobs are planned with this in mind.
At our base in Treswell we have purchased electric forklifts to be used over diesel in order to reduce
emissions, we will continue to do this as we expand our fleet of plant and machinery and always
choose electric where possible.
Trans-Sport.tv have engaged with Cycle to Work Scheme encouraging and rewarding employees for
cycling rather than driving to and from work.

Premises
Trans-Sport.tv will maintain their buildings and grounds in a manner that avoids adverse environmental
impact. Trans-Sport.tv have invested heavily in renewable energy to power our base at Treswell. We
are conscious that we are privileged to live in a green space and continually plant new trees where
possible. A wildlife area has also been created at our base to encourage wildlife to flourish, generating
oxygen benefiting our local environment as well as the teams mental health.
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Recycling and Reuse Wherever Sensible
All waste paper is to be shredded or to be placed in the designated recycling bins. Where possible
cardboard will be reused for packaging or storage. Empty printer cartridges and old mobile phones
will be sent to a local charity to be recycled. Other recyclable waste materials such as recyclable plastic
containers, cans and tins, glass, are to be placed in the designated recycling containers.
The contents of these are delivered to the appropriate Local Authority Recycling Containers. Mobile
waste bins which crew take and use onsite are available to recycle as much of our own waste as
possible i.e plastic bottles, newspapers etc.
Wherever possible Trans-Sport.tv Limited use renewable packaging materials, blankets instead of
plastic wrap and have recently moved to using biodegradable bubble wrap.

Energy and Water Saving Wherever Possible
The heating will be switched off when rooms are empty and the heating should not be used when the
temperature in the building is above 20°C. Windows will remain closed when the heating is on.
All computer monitors are switched off when not in use and computers go on standby mode if not
used for half an hour.
All lights are on sensors to automatically turn off when the room is not in use.
At the Treswell base and whilst out on jobs, crew have reusable aluminium drinks bottles as to
eliminate single use plastic bottles. Water coolers are also in use at our base and are promoted to our
clients to use on jobs, again with the hope to eliminate the use of single use plastic bottles.
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In House Initiatives
Our commitment to the environment extends from our base in Treswell out across the world whilst the
crew are out on jobs. Trans-Sport.tv are committed to finding new ways to reduce carbon emissions
and improve the environment and air around us. Trans-Sport.tv have taken part in initiatives as below:
•

Plastic milk bottle tops are saved and donated to local charities which convert into equipment in
the community.

•

Cycle to work and walk to work routes have been distributed to team members.

•

Since March 2020 we have been renting out our water coolers in an effort to reduce the amount
of single waste plastics on events for the production crews. Since then, we have rented out 96
18L bottles of water, all of which are brought back in for recycling with no waste going to landfill.
This equates to a saving of over 3450 single use plastics bottles – each of which take at least 450
years to decompose.

•

We have replaced diesel forklifts with electric in our warehousing to reduce noise pollution,
provide a cleaner environment for our staff and reduce our carbon footprint.

•

We have changed all lighting in our office, workshop and warehousing to LED with motion
detectors to reduce our energy consumption and reduce our carbon footprint

•

We are replacing vehicles to comply with latest emission standards (Euro 6)

•

We have a wide range of vehicles to enable efficiencies in transport planning

•

All our properties have been insulated to increase energy efficiencies all year round

•

Rainwater collected from our buildings travels through a sustainable drainage system which has
been created into a wildlife pond stocked with natural habitation to encourage wildlife.

•

Around the site trees and hedgerows are annually maintained with logs and brash stacked to
create wildlife habitat. New trees and replacement hedging are planted annually.

•

Solar panels and air source heat pumps have been installed as a balanced system for TransSport.tv offices, workshop and warehousing. This system of heating and cooling allows us to
utilise solar energy for our heating and ventilation. Unused energy is fed back into the national
grid making our operation almost carbon neutral.

•

To take advantage of our rural location and support the health, wellbeing and good mental
health of our employees we have created a 30 minute walk around the site through woodland
and open landscaped areas and breaks encouraged.
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Safe Waste Disposal
Ensure all waste is segregated and disposed of in the correct container. Segregate waste into the
following main categories:
•

Plastic

•

Tin

•

Glass

•

Paper

•

Ink cartridges

•

Other

The Managing Director will ensure that the segregated waste is disposed of through approved third
party waste disposal contractors.
In the unlikely event of Trans-Sport.tv having to dispose of:
•

Empty or part empty paint, thinner and other protective coating tins

•

Unused chemicals, chemical containers or sacks containing chemicals

•

Used fluorescent tubes and sodium light bulbs

•

Oils and soluble oil for cutting fluids

•

Other environmentally unfriendly products

The Managing Director is to be informed who will organise disposal to a licensed waste disposal
company.
In case of spillage of any of the above the Managing Director is to be contacted immediately who will
advise on further action and notify the local authorities if necessary.

